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This work presents a comprehensive literature review on security for SDN. We revisit 

the existing works for network security in the SDN such as mitigation attack from 
D/DoS, botnet, spam etc. Later, we discuss the SDN and its hype cycle for emerging 

technologies. SDN offers a high level of network abstraction management as well as a 
centralized security solution. Due to robustness and flexibility of SDN architecture, 

many researchers have chosen SDN. It can help to prevent D/DoS attacks in a single 
SDN domain (e.g. LAN, WAN) or multiple integrated SDN domains (e.g. MAN). This 

review paper will drive a research topics on network security using SDN technologies. 

Various study on SDN communication and infrastructure, but this paper focuses more 
on network security based on technical analysis and machine learning using Artificial 

Intelligent. Based on research and development trending in the literature review, SDN 
is considered for the Gartner’s hype cycle for emerging technologies. 
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1. Introduction 

 

SDN is an architecture for multi devices communication in integrated networks. It provides 

manageable network infrastructures that consist millions of computing devices and software. In this 

work, we present a comprehensive literature review on SDN with consideration of security in the 

architecture. We revisit the existing works on security for the SDN such as D/DoS, botnet, spam etc. 

Later, we discuss the SDN and its hype cycle for emerging technologies. We divided this work into 

four sections. The first Introduction section provides an introduction to this work. It follows the 

Related Works section that discusses SDN, D/DoS, botnet and spam attacks. It also shows detection 

and prevention methods in a comparison table. After that, we discuss the comparison table as well 

as SDN’s hype cycle in the Discussion section. Finally, we conclude this work and propose a suggestion 

in the Conclusion section. 
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2. Literature Review 

  

This section will discuss SDN background and related literatures. The following subsection revisits 

the SDN architecture. After that security reviews on SDN will be discussed. 

 

2.1 Software Define Network (SDN) 

 

SDN is an architecture for multi devices communication in integrated networks. In the initial 

stage, it allows multiple LANs devices and systems to be integrated into WAN networks. The first SDN 

began after Java language released by Sun Microsystem, which AT&T Labs Geoplex project that used 

Java to program APIs for implementation middleware networking [1]. The Geoplex provided open 

networking standard for network integrations and communications such as system managements 

and provisions, integrated security and system authentication, network monitoring etc. By 2011, 

Open Networking Foundation (ONF) develops OpenFlow for SDN [2]. The ONF provides SDN 

resources (e.g. switch specification) for product manufacturer and software developer to implement 

SDN using the OpenFlow standard and protocol [3]. 

 

  

 

Fig. 1. SDN architecture [6] 

 

 

Fig. 2. SDN’s stacks [7] 
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Figures 1 and 2 show a general SDN architecture and stacks. In SDN topology, all network nodes 

or devices are controlled using a control plane. The architecture splits the control plane from actual 

network data and routing process (data plane). The infrastructure layer communicates with SDN 

Controller using Control Data Plane (CDP) API (e.g. OpenFlow). All nodes or routers in the SDN 

network will use the CDP API for all control plane communication. The control layer consists of SDN 

Control Software or Controller, which extract information from the infrastructure layer such as a list 

of all devices in the SDN network and its states. It does not provide the entire information of all 

connected devices, but it provides an abstract view of the SDN network and topology. The application 

layer uses information from the control layer for a network abstraction administrative such as 

network analytics; network, system and topology managements etc [4, 5]. 

 

2.2 SDN Security review 

 

Distributed systems such as cloud computing and Internet of Things (IoT) are not the main factors 

for organizations to migrate theirs network infrastructure into SDN, another main reason is a network 

security that offered by the SDN [8, 9]. The SDN allows an abstraction of network security that 

provides a central authority in a network, which previously hard to be done by traditional distributed 

networking systems and infrastructures [2, 3]. There are also new security problems introduce by an 

implementation the SDN in network infrastructure, but we are not going to discuss in this publication. 

One may refer to [9–12] for further examinations regarding these security problems. The following 

paragraphs will discuss security threats and countermeasures that are related to SDN. 

Kim et al. [13] proposed a prototype for abnormal network traffic detection. It uses an 

aggregation of packets that using identical flow, which can be used to detect an attack when there 

are changes in traffic patterns. Changes in traffic patterns such as port number and payload can be 

detected using this method. Xiao et al. [14] present a method to identify attacker signature using an 

active probing scheme. It analyzes delay in TTL for each router in networks that can use to identify 

SYN flooding. Luo et al. [15] proposed a method to detect SMTP anomaly using collection and 

aggregation of packet deviations. The method does not require to store all traffic data, it uses a leaky 

integrate-and-fire model (or weightage sum) to maintain previous traffic knowledge. Naksomboon 

et al. [16] proposed a behavior method to filter known spammer’s behaviors in filtering rules. The 

authors used random forest algorithm and Spam Assassin Corpus database in their works. Kakavelakis 

et al. [17] implemented a botnet analysis using machine learning, SMTP Mail Transport Agent (MTA). 

It (or named SpamFlow) can be integrated into transport-layer for packet analysis. Still et al. [18] 

revisited the state of the art in DDoS for attack, detection, protection and mitigation in SMTP server. 

Sahu et al. [19] have explored a performance analysis on DoS attack using SYN flooding attack. 

The results have shown that memory and CPU usage burst heavily when attacked. Duan et al. [20] 

monitored outgoing message by zombie machines for spam detection, which used sequential 

probability ratio test algorithm. Nevlud et al. [21] proposed a method to detect network anomaly 

using machine learning systems. The authors used data mining framework, namely WEKA. It is used 

for network analysis by two algorithms: decision tree and Bayesian networks. The purpose of this 

work is to find and build efficient knowledge structures of network attacks. Petkov et al. [22] 

investigated an entropy of aggregated network traffics for entropy fingerprints. Channegowda et al. 

[23] proposed service on demand (SoD) architecture in SDN. Shin et al. [24] developed an OpenFlow 

security application (named FRESCO) for managing security modules in SDN. The FRESCO provides 

security architecture as well as API for security scripting and translation, database and event 

management, and instance execution. 
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Hoque et al. [25] discussed tools used by attackers and security admin in SDN. The authors revisit 

machine learning algorithm, flow-based features for botnet detection using a predefined dataset. 

The dataset consists of SMPT Spam and UDP Storm and it successfully detected with rate 75%. 

Ioanidis et al. [26] showed an implementation of Pushback router to reduce DDoS attacks in a 

network. The implementation was done in FreeBSD. It uses congestion control problems as a sign for 

DDoS attacks and flash crowds. Lim et al. [27] proposed to utilize SDN for DDoS attack detection and 

prevention. The authors discuss a method to block the DDoS attack using OpenFlow in SDN controller. 

It was simulated in POX controller using Mininet emulator. Schafer [28] used geolocation and country 

to detect an anomaly that can be used to identify spam email. A novel contribution, Theoretical 

Geographical Travelling Speed (TGTS) method is proposed in his work. Sochor [29] revisited the 

existing methods to detect and prevent spam messages. Multi-layer protection technique such as 

blacklisting and greylisting was discussed. Beigi et al. [30] reexamined flow-based for botnet 

detection, which also studies its effectiveness in detection using a predefined dataset. Ouyang et al. 

[31] studied spam filtering pipeline for finding its accuracy and tradeoff in four layers. The authors 

used three decision trees: packet features, flow features and the combination of both features. 

Chen et al. [9] integrated entropy measurement for flooding detections in mail systems. It studies 

an entropy in round-trip time (RTT) and retransmission timeout (RTO) to detect dangerous traffics. 

The entropy can help to improve malicious mail analysis and detection for protocols: SMTP, IMAP4, 

POP3 and HTTPS.  Sahay et al. [32] proposed an implementation of a distributed collaboration 

framework for sharing information that can be used to mitigate DDoS in SDN. A client can request 

from Internet Service Provider (ISP) for a mitigation service by downloading (and installing) security 

middleboxes in a client-side. The security middleboxes will perform attack detection and analysis at 

the client-side, while sharing collected information on attack with ISP. It can be done in autonomous 

communication, which to protect the entire SDN infrastructures from DDoS attacks. Jeong et al. [33] 

propose security services in SDN for a centralized firewall and DDoS mitigation systems. Yan et al. 

[34] reviewed DDoS attacks on cloud computing and then how to prevent the DDoS attacks by 

implementing SDN in the cloud computing. Holl [35] discussed multiple methods to detect and 

prevent DDoS attacks in SDN such proactive and reactive defenses, and post-attack analysis. Yan et 

al. [36] presented a survey on SDN, DDoS in cloud computing. The authors found that DDoS attacks 

on cloud computing are increasing because of “On-Demand Self-Service Leading to Botnets 

Outbreak… Broad Network Access and Rapid Elasticity Leading to More Immense, Flexible, and 

Sophisticated DDoS Attacks… Resource Pooling Leading to the Victims More Vulnerable to DDoS 

Attacks” [36]. To reduce such attacks, the authors have suggested implementing SDN in cloud 

computing because its capability to deal with dynamic network architectures. 

The summary of literature reviews is presented in Table 1. The Table 1 also included many 

literatures that are not discussed in the previous paragraphs. 

 
Table 1 

A summary of literature discusses D/DOS and spam attacks 

Authors Attacks Detection and Prevention 

Kim [13] D/DoS, abnormal network traffic Packets aggregation and identical flow 

Xiao [14]  SYN flooding Active probing scheme 

Luo [15]  SMTP spam Weightage sum of traffics 

Bencsáth [37] DoS, SMTP spam Content filtering applications harm server 

performance 

Beverly [38] Spam Extraction of email TCP features, SpamFlow 

A. Al-Bataineh 

[39] 

Reviews on: Botnet, spam Monitoring outgoing traffic, DBSpam, 

SpamFlow, signatures 
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Hu [40] DoS and Worms Cisco NetFlow, entropy based adaptive flow 

aggregation algorithm, detect source of attack 

in clusters 

Smith [41] Spambots Entropy of packets distribution skewness 

Naksomboon [16]  Email spam Spammer’s behaviors, random forest algorithm 

Ehrlich [42] Email spam, spam bots Network flow data, entropy-based traffic 

analysis 

Kakavelakis [17]  D/Dos, SMTP spam Machine learning analysis 

Still [18] DDoS, zombie spoofs, SMTP spam, SYN 

flooding etc. 

Detections: pattern, anomaly and 3rd party 

database. Defenses: over provisioning, routing 

control, currency assumption and 

authentication, Push back. 

Sahu [19] DoS, SYN flooding Exhaustive memory and CPU usage 

Duan [20] DDoS, spam, zombie Monitoring outgoing messages by sequential 

probability ratio test algorithm 

Suwa [43] Botnet, spam mail DNS record characteristics and behavior of DNS 

servers, blacklist 

Nevlud [21] Abnormal network traffic Machine learning systems, WEKA, decision tree 

and Bayesian networks 

Petkov [22] - Entropy fingerprints 

Channegowda 

[23]  

- Service on demand (SoD) in SDN 

Lin [44] SMTP spam Tools: Bro IDS, Bloom filters 

Jian-Qi [45] DoS Dynamic entropy-based model for anomalies 

detection 

Gada [46] Spam Dynamic whitelist in layer 3 switch. 

Zempoaltecatl-

Piedras [47]  

Network anomaly Anomaly traffic filtering - Method of Entropy 

Spaces (MES), flow-level entropy space 

Navaz [48] DDoS Combine entropy and anomaly  detection for 

multilevel DDoS, share signatures with Cloud 

Service Provider (CSP) 

Phemius [49] Network attacks Distributed SDN Control plane (DISCO) for 

WAN, analysis on inter-domain 

topology disruption 

Shin [24] - Security framework in SDN, FRESCO 

Sochor [50] Spam Blacklisting 

Phemius [51] Measure link latencies OpenFlow controller 

Cartier [52] DDoS, SMTP flooding Optimize connection timeout (TTL) 

configuration 

Scott-Hayward [8] Survey on: SDN security Attacks and security on SDN  

Rathi [53] Spam flooding Analyze existing methods for spam mail 

detection e.g. support vector machine, naïve 

Bayes, decision tree, feature selection, 

classification and prediction 

Hoque [19] Reviews on: SDN security, botnet machine learning algorithm, flow-based 

Beigi [30] Botnet, DDoS, SMTP Spam, UDP Storm Flow-based features 

Ioannidis [26] DDoS, flash crowds Congestion-control problems, Pushback 

Lim [27] DDoS POX/SDN controller, Mininet 

Schafer [28] Spam email Geo location and country 

Sochor [29] Reviews on: Spam message Blacklisting and greylisting 

Beigi [30] Botnet, SMTP spam Flow-based 

Ouyang [31] Spam email Spam filtering pipeline. Packet features, flow 

features and combined both 

Chen [54] Botnet, IRC Two-level correlation for the same anomaly  

Vizváry [55] Reviews on: DDoS in SDN Malicious traffics 

Giotis [56] Network anomaly and DDoS in SDN OpenFlow with Remote Triggered Black-Hole 

(RTBH) routing 
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Oktian [57] DoS, IP/MAC  spoofing, bulky/garbage  

message 

Simulation of attacks by OpenFlow in Mininet, 

block all known unused resources in SDN 

Hoque [25] Reviews on: attacks and defensive techniques 

in networks 

Anomaly detection, scanning tools, attacking 

tools 

Smeliansky [10]  - Security by SDN architecture 

Geetha [58] DoS, SYN flooding attack Analysis on SYN flooding attack 

Özçelik [59] Vulnerability in entropy based detection 

method 

Attacker avoids detection 

Chen [14] SYN flooding Entropy RTT and RTO  

Sahay [32]  DDoS Distributed collaboration framework in SDN, 

ISP and its client sharing information 

Jeong [33] DDoS Centralized firewall and mitigation systems in 

SDN 

Graham [60] Botnet Flow export for identification botnet command 

control 

Yan [34] DDoS Existing method to prevent DDoS in SDN e.g. 

attacks on application, control and 

infrastructure layers 

Holl [35] DDoS, botnet Proactive and reactive defenses, and post-

attack analysis 

Kim [61] DDoS Implementation of centralized firewall and 

mitigation system in SDN 

Seeber [62] DDoS Redirect identified suspicious traffics to IDS for 

further inspection in SDN. 

Yan [36] Survey on: DDoS in SDN and cloud computing Implementation of SDN helps to minimize 

DDoS in cloud computing – based on SDN 

features. 

Ruffy [63] Security threat modeling Implementation of STRIDE threat model to test 

SDN security. 

Mir [64] Network performance Scalability and performance of SDN for Data 

Center Network (DCN). 

Teo [65] Campus network security policies SDN controllers deployment experience at 

Cornell 

University. 

Limitation of SDN in the actual deployment. 

Saxena [66] SDN architecture vulnerability  New security vulnerability by SDN whereby it 

does not exist on traditional architectures. 

 

 

3. Discussion 

 

This section will summarize the literatures. From the Table 1, one may observe the trends of 

research works by various researchers. In the earliest stage, all methods to detect and prevent D/DoS 

attacks by botnets are not centralized. It happened because, at that moment, there is no open 

standard for the entire network (e.g. WAN) to be properly managed (in term of security). Due to 

independence and incompatible with each other, it is hard to prevent botnet attacks on the Internet. 

A new paradigm emerging, and it begins to change traditional networking architecture, namely SDN. 

In 2011, OpenFlow which is an implementation of the SDN [4] is available for multi devices 

communication in centralized and integrated networks. 

One may observe in 2013, researchers began to integrate SDN for a high level of network 

abstraction management as well as a centralized security solution. Due to robustness and flexibility 

of SDN architecture, researchers or information security officers can implement the existing 

detection and prevention methods as an application or services in SDN controller. This is a blessing, 
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and many researchers have seized it by re-innovate (or integrate) the existing security methods into 

the SDN. This is nothing news, but it helps to prevent D/DoS attacks in a single SDN domain (e.g. LAN, 

WAN) or multiple integrated SDN domains (e.g. MAN). When a network is transparently less 

vulnerable to the D/DoS attacks (e.g. botnet or zombie), it will produce a correlation in reducing spam 

email in the SDN domains. That can be a reason why researchers focusing on detecting and 

preventing D/DoS in SDN. One may see this security trending using SDN in the Table 1.  

 

  

 

Fig. 3. Gartner’s hype cycle for emerging technologies (August 2015) [63]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Gartner’s hype cycle for emerging technologies (August 2016) [69]. 
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The purpose of this works is to explore information security research works before and during 

SDN period. Based on the literature, SDN’s paradigm and its developer, Open Networking Foundation 

(ONF) having a good momentum. Network developers and researchers are believed in it, and 

continue to devote their effort. We believe that, by this or in the next year, SDN will be still near to 

the peak of a hype cycle for emerging technologies. It is because Software-defined Security (SDS) [67] 

(refer to Table 1 is a sibling of SDN and it can be implemented in SDN [68] as well as Software-defined 

Anything (SDx) (Refer to Figure 4). Both used similar paradigm in their design. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

We have presented the literature review on SDN from 2004 until 2016. After three years of 

OpenFlow being deployed, many research works that related to D/DoS, spam and botnet are moving 

toward SDN security based model. SDN offers a high level of network abstraction management as 

well as a centralized security solution. Due to robustness and flexibility of SDN architecture, many 

researchers have chosen SDN. We also believe that, by the next year, SDN will be included in the 

Gartner’s hype cycle for emerging technologies. To be in the mainstream, we hope fellow researchers 

will continue to investigate security on SDN. One must take this opportunity before SDN begin to fall 

in the hype cycles before it too late. 
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